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Article abstract
Sociology has experienced a dual movement that has marked the focal points
of its development and the stages of its production. The internationalization of
its activities and the reinforcement of international organizations such as
Unesco, which created a subdivision for the social sciences, makes up one
aspect of this movement. The other aspect is related to the consolidation of the
national foundations of the discipline in a number of countries, in particular
those in Africa. This article attempts to define the principal trends of the first
movement and the meaning of the second. Two cases are then presented -
sociology in Spain and in Italy - to illustrate that the history of sociology can not
be understood outside of the context of the economic and political history of
the country in which it developed, even if, at the same time, its theoretical
discourse and methodological tools tend toward unification. Such unification is
not synonymous with universalization in our view and is a fully desirable
tendency.
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